Westalee Beyond the Basics with Adele Scott:
Honeycomb Template
This class is designed for those individuals who have taken The Basics. (note that if you are taking The
Basics class the day before, you may leave your machine set up in the classroom overnight.)

Bring to class:


Westalee Design Rulers and Templates:
o
o
o
o
o

Honeycomb Template
Circles on Quilts Set (2-12 in.) 4 piece set
Circles on Quilts Set (12-18 in.) 4 piece set
12 in. Arc from Starter package
12 in. x 12 in. 6 point Crosshair Square



½” Ruler Foot for your make and model of machine



Straight-stitch needle plate (optional but helpful on some brands/models of machines)



Portable acrylic quilters table (If you need to purchase, Sew Steady has a current special (see next
page) that Artistic Artifacts can order for you, but orders MUST take place 6 weeks in advance of class)



Recommended—A thick, firm cushion(s) such as a floating boat throw cushion to sit on to ensure you
work at the correct height with the quilters table. Consider bringing your own adjustable height chair
from home: the shop has a limited number of chairs where height can be adjusted



“slider” sheet to allow for easy glide. Sew Steady has a new Gridded Glider made of sturdier material
and with more features at an attractive price



90/14 Topstitch needles (bring several, and have a new one in your machine)



“grippy” fingertips or gloves (optional but helpful)



Crosshair marking ruler (6 point)



Stable tape for rulers



All-purpose polyester thread or 50wt cotton (suggest darker thread than the color fabric you choose) —
bring several colors & types if possible



Fabric markers that will show on your choice of fabric colors



2 (two) fat-quarter sized quilt sandwiches, one for practice and one for your finished project.



If you'd like a different-colored frame/binding you may wish to bring a 1/2 yard of fabric. Or you can plan
to bind or add to your block at home

Preparation in advance of class
1. Assure machine is in good working order, clean of any lint and oiled.
2. Prepare your quilt sandwiches. (If bringing additional sandwiches to explore additional designs and
rulers if you complete your Honeycomb, Adele recommends using fat quarter size (18 in. x 22 in. to
allow for greater space to practice in handling the rulers.
3. Use cotton batting and steam press together so you won’t need any basting, pins etc.
4. Wind extra bobbins and have a new 90/14 top stitch needle in machine

Ask Adele – any questions? asds@adelescott.com or 508-237-1793

Special Bundle Offer!
Buy All 3 for 1 Low Price
Large Table
+
Large Travel Bag
+
Grid Glider

Total Value $183

Sale Price
$149

Offer valid 1/1/19 - 6/30/19.
Not valid with any other
offers or discounts.
Part#largebundle19

